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Abstract: 
Saturated Automata applied to 
the Star Height Problem 
Lill Kristiansen 
University of Oslo, Norway 
The saturated automaton, Sat(R), contains homomorphic 
images of all automata accepting R. 
He study the behavior of homomorphisms into Sat(R), in 
particular we prove the following theorem: 
The star height of R is greater than or equal to the 
rank of Core(R): where Core(R) is the intersection of 
the minimal forward and backward deterministic automata 
accepting R. 
This result gives the exact star height of regular events 
with the finite intersection property. 
Sat(R) also gives an upper bound on the star height of 
R: 
The star height of R is less than or equal to the mini-
mum of the rank of subautomata of Sat(R) accepting R. 
vve end the paper by giving several examples where this 
upper bound is exact. 
It is an open question whether this bound always is exact. 
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1. Introduction 
One of the main unsolved problems in the theory of regular 
events is the star height problem. 
The star height of a regular expression is the depth/height of 
the nesting of the *-operator. The star height h(R) of a regular 
event R, is then the minimum of the star heights of expressions 
denoting R. 
The problem is: Given R, can the star height of R always be 
found? 
In Eggans classical paper [7], only restricted regular expres-
sions (with operations •, v, *) were allowed. Since the star is 
the most powerful of these operators, the star height is a good 
measure of the complexity. 
Later also general star height has been considered, where we 
in addition allow , (negation) and 1\ (intersection) as operators 
[16], [17]. 
We will consentrate on the restricted star height. Eggan 
showed that with a suitable definition of the rank ("loop complex-
ity") of an automaton ol/ we get: 
h (R) = min{ rank ( ~ ) I d is a nondeterministic 
automaton accepting R} 
Many authors have therefore studied the rank of an automaton. 
(McNaughton [13], [15], Cohen [5], [6], Hashigushi and Honda [9]) 
(We will also mention that Hashiguchi [8] with quite different 
methods has shown that it is possible given an event of star height 
.;; 2, to determine if the event has star height < 2. It is not known 
how to generalize this to an arbitrary star height.) 
A central. result in the determination of the star height of 
various special classes of regular events is the 
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McNaughton's pathwise homomorphism theorem [13}: Given a homo-
morphism f from an automaton rl ' onto an automaton o/ . If f is 
pathwise (i.e. onto the paths in o't ), then rank (ol') ;;. rank· (o6). 
Thus if af ' and d are automata accepting R, f: c:6 ' -+ d-is 
pathwise and o6' is of minimal rank (i.e. h(R) = rank(o.f' )), then 
~ is also of minimal rank. 
This is one of the reasons for introducing the notion of a 
saturated automaton. We say that ~ is saturated with respect to R 
if 
1) oJ accepts R 
2) For all automata ol' accepting R, there exists a homomorphism 
from d• into c/1 . 
The basic properties of saturated automata (existence and unique-
ness of a minimal saturated automaton Sat(R) with respect to R) 
was established in [12]. In this paper we consentrate on applica-
tions to the star height problem. 
We obtain the following main result: 
Theorem: h (R) ;;. rank (Core (R)), where Core (R) is the intersec" 
tion of Det(R) and BDet(R) in Sat(R). 
Since both the forward DA Det(R) and the backward DA BDet(R) 
can be considered as subautomata of Sat(R), this intersection 
makes sense. 
The proof uses McNaughton's pathwise homomorphism theorem. In sec-
tion 5 we also use this theorem to detemine some star heights, e.g. 
if R has the finite intersection property (f. i. p. ) , then h ( R) = 
rank(Det(R)). (This was already obtained by Cohen [4]; the methods 
are, however, different.) 
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We end the paper by discussing the following problem: 
"Does it always exist a subautomaton of m in Sat (R) (or in o4-1 (R)) 
accepting R, and such that ol 
m 
gives the star height of R (i.e. 
h (R) = rank(o/ ) ) ?" 
m 
Cohen and Brzozowski [3] claims to have a solution. Our examples 
show that the problem is still open. 
2. Preliminaries 
A general non-deterministic automaton (NDA) will be written 
o-4 = (Q, L:,H,S,F) where 
L: is the (finite) input alphabet 
Q is the (finite) set of states 
s c Q is the set of initial states 
F c Q is the set of final states 
M c Q X (L:U{e}) X Q is the transition relation. 
If of is deterministic, we use o:QxL: ~ Q instead of M, and 0 
is extended in the usual way to a function from QxL: * ~ Q. Likewise 
is functions M: Q x ( L:U { e } ) Q * ~ 2Q M regarded also as ~ 2 1 M:QxL: 
* M:2°x2L: ~ 2° (extended in the usual way). 
The regular event accepted by~ is written T (of). We are also 
interested in the preceeding and succeeding event relative to a 
state q in ot : 
ProJ(q) = T(~,S, {q}) 
sc~(q) = T(~,{q},F) where T(oU,s 0 ,F0 ) = T((Qoi,L:,M"",s 0 ,F 0 )). 
Definition 2.1: 
q if a dead state iff Sc~(q) = ¢ 
q is an inacessible state iff P~(q) = ¢ 
and 
~- is the automaton a/ after removal of dead and inaccessible 
state and the transitions in connection with them. 
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Definition 2.2. 
A semiautomaton (graph) G = (Q,E,M) is an automaton without 
initial and final states. Given automata 
tJ'! . = ( Q. , E, M. , S. , F. ) i=l, 2 and a mapping f: a1 ~ a2 · 1 1 1 1 1 
a) f is a transition homomorphism from G1 = (Q1 ,E,M1 ) into 
G2 = (Q 2 ,E ,M 2 ) iff 
(q,a,q 1 ) E M1 => 
[ ( f ( q) , a, f ( q 1 ) ) E M 2 , a E E U { e} or ( f ( q) = f ( q 1 ) and a = e) J • 
b) f is an (automaton) homomorphism from ~ 1 into ol2 iff 
1) f is a transition homomorphism from G1 to G2 
2) q E sl => f(q) E 82 
3) q E Fl => f(q) E F2. 
A transition homomorphism will then induce a mapping from paths in 
G1 to paths in G2 and V and f(V) will span the same word. 
A homomorphism will transform an accepting path V for w inol1 
into f ( V) which is an accepting path for w in 4 2 . 
Definition 2.3 
If V is a path in A 1 and f a homomorphism from of!- 1 
into o1 2 we write 
0 1 1 k k V = (q ,a ,q , ... ,a ,q) k ;;. 0 where 
i-1 i i (q , a , q ) E M1 or 
i-1 i i i i (q ,a ,q ) = (q ,e,q ) 
and f(V) 0 1 1 k k = (f(q ),a ,f(q ), ... ,a ,f(q )) . 
The trivial transitions (q,e,q) may be inserted/deleted wherever 
q occurs in V or in f(V); this does not change the paths. 
We return to automata and homomorphism in section 3, and turn 
now to the basic notions concerning star height. 
But first one more definition: 
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Definition 2.4 
Given o/- . = ( Q. l: 1M. IS. 1 F. ) and G. 1 i=l 1 2. 
l l l l l l 
4 1 is a subautomaton of A 2 (written o-61<;_ at!) iff 0 1 <;_ 0 2 1 
Ml <;_ M21 sl <;_ s2 and Fl <;_F2. Similar Gl is a subgraph of G2 
iff Ql <;_ Q21 Ml<;_ M2. We are mainly interested in the following 
subgraphs and subautomata for G and d: 
f ( c//1 ) : the image of cY'I 1 in crf 2 via the homomorphism f 
~~ a 0 : the automaton ~ restricted to the states a 0 
c/1 -(q 1a 1q' ): the automaton A without the transition (q1a1q') 
G-[a0 ]: the graph G after removal of the states a 0 and the 
corresponding transitions 
The subgraph G- [a0 ] will be used in the definition of the rank 
("loop complexity") of a graph G. 
Since we are concerned only with restricted regular expressions we 
have the following inductive definition of star height. 
Definition 2.5: 
The appearent star height h 
a: 
of an expression is defined by 
h {¢) = h (e) = h (a) = 0 1 a E l:: 
a: a: a: 
ha:(E 1vE 2 ) = ha:(E 1 •E2 ) = max(ha:(E 1 )~ha:(E 2 )): 
* h (E ) = h (E)+l. 
a: a: 
The star height h of a regular event R is defined as 
h(R) ~ min{h (E)IE a regular expression denoting R}. 
a: 
The notion of (cycle) rank of an automaton was introduced to 
correspond to the star height,and we have the following theorem 
(from Eggan [7] ): 
For every regular expression E denoting R with h (E) = r 1 
a: 
there exists an automaton ~ accepting R with rank(v.{) = r 1 and 
vice versa. 
Thus h(R) = min{rank(~ )!~is a nondeterministic automaton 
accepting R} . 
-- T 
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We need the following notions: 
Definition 2.6: 
A graph G = (Q,~,M) is strongly connected (s.c.) iff #Q ~ 1 
and for all q and q' 
(and from q' to q). 
in Q, there exists a path from q to q' 
A maximal s.c. subgraph in called a section in G. 
We are now able to state the inductive definition of the rank 
of a graph and an automaton. 
Definition 2.7: Given G = (Q,~,M) and o/ = (Q,~,M,S 0 ,F). 
a) If G is s.c., then 
b) 
rank(G) = 1 
rank(G) = k>l 
If G is not 
rank(G) = 0 
iff there exist a state 
G - [q 0 ] is loopfree, 
iff rank(G) is not less 
exists a state qo in 
in G - [ qoJ have rank 
SoC o 1 then 
iff G is loopfree, 
in G such that 
than k and there 
G such that all sedtions 
at most k-1. 
rank(G) = max{rank(G' )JG' a section in G}, otherwise. 
c) The rank of~ is defined as the rank of (Q~,~,Md)· 
In some cases it is convenient to regard the loops (q,e,q) 
as transitions in d{ for all q, but this could increase the rank, 
and in this paper (q,e,q) is usually not allowed as a transition. 
Note. McNaughton [13] defines homomorphism almost like Definition 
2.2 a), but he permits (q,a,q') E M1 to be transformed to f(q) = 
f(q') also when a :f e. The V and f(V) will not span the same 
words. 
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Our transition homomorphisms will be homomorphisms in his 
sense, and in a similar way we introduce the notion of pathwise 
homomorphism. 
Definition 2.8: 
A transition homomorphism f from G into G' is pathwise 
iff for all paths V' in G', there exists a path V in G such 
that f(V) = V'. 
The following theorem will still be valid: 
The pathwise homomorphism theorem [13]: If f is a pathwise tran-
sition homomorphism from G to G', then rank(G) ~ rank(G' ). 
Using this theorem Cohen has improved Eggans theorem by showing how 
e-transitions may be removed in an automaton without increasing the 
rank (and without increasing the number of states). 
Theorem (Cohen [6]) 
h(R) = min{rank(of)l v.( a NDA for R without e-transitions} 
3. The minimal saturated automaton Sat(R) 
In [12] we introduced the notion of saturated automata: 
Definition 3.1: An automaton ~ is called saturated iff 
1) A accepts R 
2) For all automata ~· accepting (a subevent of) R, there 
exists a homomorphism from cr/ ' into d . 
We proved that a unique minimal saturated automaton, Sat(R), 
exists for any event R. 
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In this section we recall the construction and state some 
basic properties of Sat{R); for the proofs, see sections 2-5,7 of 
[ 12 J • 
We assume the reader is familiar with the existence of a 
unique minimal deterministic automaton Det(R) with respect to R. 
1\ 
where P = {p ,p2 , ... ,p} e n 
By the Nyhill-Nerode theorem {see e.g. [10] ), the states corres-
ponds to the equivalence classes {[v]) of the following relation 
<E >: 
D 
v w 
Then pe 
cSb{pi,a) = 
iff 
p. 
J 
* \i u E L: { vuE R < = > wu E R) . 
iff 
=[w2], ... , pn = 
[w.a] = [w.]. 
l J 
= { P . 1 [ w . ]cR} J J - and 
This gives PrDet{R){pi) = [wi] 
where w~R is the derivative defined 
* 
and ScDet{R) (p.) = w.\R 
l l 
in [ 1 J by 
w\R = {uEL: JwuER}. 
We may also define 
R/w = {uEr:*JuwER} 
we get By regarding the dual {or transpose) event RT 
Det{RT) = ~ and by taking the dual automaton~+, we get the 
T + BDet('R). = (Det{R )) . minimal backward deterministic automaton 
j+ 
ClU is defined as 
{ q ' , a, q) E M~ • 
BDet{R) might by duality be defined by 
where each state 1\ q E Q 
corresponds to <v>, the equivalence class of v under the 
relation B "' defined by 
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B 
v w iff (Vu uv E R <=> uw E R) 
It can be shown that w\R is a union of equivalence classes 
1 . k <v >U ... U<v >, and similarily (see [1]). 
Definition 3.2: Given P,Q ~ ~*, R C ~* 
(P,Q) is a pair relative to R iff PQ C R 
(P,Q) is a maximal pair relative to R iff (P,Q) is a pair 
and neither component of (P,Q) can be extended preserving 
the property of (P,Q) being a pair. 
It turns out that maximal pairs can be characterized by means of 
[ w] and <v>. 
Definition 3. 3: 
R:: p = {v E l:* I 
R: Q = {w E l:* I 
p = R:(R::P) 
Note: R:Q = n R/v 
vEQ 
P{v} c R} 
{w }q c R} 
,..., Q = R::(R:Q) 
R: :P = n w\R 
wEP 
Lemma 3.1: The following are equivalent: 
1) (pI Q) is a maximal pair. 
2) (P,Q) is a pair, R:: p = Q and R:Q 
-3) p = p and Q = R: : p. 
4) p = R:Q ,..., and Q = Q. 
Proof omitted. 
= P. 
Proposition 3 . 2: When R is regular there is, only a finite number 
of maximal pairs. Whenever (P,Q) is a maximal pair, P consists 
-- i 
I. 
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of a union of D equivalence classes and Q consists of a union 
of B equivalence classes. 
Proof omitted. 
In order to test whether P = R:Q, Q = Q etc. when P (and Q) are 
unions of !2 (:§,) equivalence classes, the following matrix is useful. 
Definition 3.4: The reduced automaton matrix with respect to R 
(RAM (R)) contains one row for each D ~ equivalence class and one 
column for each B equivalence class, and 
RAM( [w], <v>) 
iff [ w l <v> c R (iff wv E R) 
otherwise. 
Given Q 1 <vk> and p [ Wl l U • • • U [ WJ_ J 1 then = <v >U ... = 
R: Q = {[w] I Vj = 1 1 • • • k RAM([wl,<vj>) = +} 
R: :P = {<v>l Vj = 1 1 • • • J_ RAM( [wj l, <v>) = + }. 
Each maximal pair may then, by the one-to-one correspondence 
between equivalence classes and states in Det(R)/BDet(R), be 
identified with (P,Q) where P c ~' Q c 6. 
The rows and columns in RAM may equally well be indexed by 
and 
iff Pr(pi)Sc(qj) C R 
otherwise. 
Instead of R::[w. ]) = R/w. = <v1 >u ... U<vk> we will then write 
. ]_ ]_ 
R/p. = {q1 , ... ,qk}, and instead of {~l (or [~lor~) we will ]_ ]_ . ]_ ]_ 
write 
Ex. 3.1 
-p. 
]_ 
etc. 
Consider the automaton 
oin = ({qo, ... ,qn-ll,{o, ... ,n-ll,Mn,{qol,fqn-1}) 
where (qi,k,qj) E Hn iff i+k = j mod n, k = 0, ... n-1. 
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shown that ~ is both forward and 
n 
backward deterministic and, in fact, C?f = Det (R ) = BDet (R ) . 
n n n 
In R3 we have the following equivalence classes: 
qo corresponds to [ 0 J = [e] and to <2> 
ql corresponds to [ 1 J and to <l> 
q2 corresponds to [ 2 J and to <0> 
The RAH is shown in fig. 3.1 a) . 
The computation of maximal pairs are (by 3.1 and 3.2) done by com-
puting R::P and R:(R::P) for P varying over unions of [o], 
[1], [2], (or P varying over all subsets of 
From RAM we get 
R/q. = q. q.\R = q. l l l l i 0,1,2. 
R::¢ 1\. 1\ ¢ = Q3 R:Q3 = 
R:: p = ¢ R:¢ 
1\ 
= p3 for any other 
Thus the maximal pairs may be represented as: 
(q.,q.) for r. 
l l l 
(¢' 
1\ Q3) for r3 
1\ 
(P3' ¢) for r4 
The maximal pairs are: r. = ([i],<2-i>), l 
(¢ * r3 = ' E ) ; 
(E * ¢ ) . r = 
' 4 
We shall sometimes write r. = ([i],<2-i>) 
l 
cause no confusion. 
i = 0,1,2; 
i = 0,1,2 
(q. ,q.); this should 
l l 
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Fig. 3 .l; a) 
<2> <l> <0> 
RAM(R 3 ) qo ql q2 
[ 0] qo + 
[ l] ql + 
[ 2] q2 + 
Being now able to compute maximal pairs relative to R, we .turn to 
the definition of the (minimal) saturated automaton Sat(R), with 
respect to a regular language R. 
KR = { (P,Q)I (P,Q) is a maximal pair relative toR} 
= {(P.,Q.)I i=l, ... ,N}, 
1 1 
( ( P . , Q . ) , a, ( P . , Q . ) ) E MR iff P . { a} C P . , a E L: U { e} , 
1 1 J J 1 - J 
(P.,Q.) E SR iff e E P. 1 1 1 
(P.,Q.) E FR iff P. C R 
1 1 1 -
(iff 
(iff 
Q. c R) I 
1 -
e E Q.). 
1 
Theorem 3.3: Sat(R) is the (unique) minimal saturated automaton 
accepting R. 
We will not prove this here, but only state some of the facts used 
in the proof. 
Proposition 3.4: 
l) T (Sat ( R) , { ( P . , Q. ) } , { ( P . , Q . )} ) = {uEL:* I P. {u}Q .CR}. 
1 1 J J 1 J-
2) T(Sat (R), SR I { (Pj,Qj)}) = Pr Sat ( R ) ( P . , Q . ) = p .• J J J 
3) T (Sat ( R), { ( P. , Q . )} , FR ) 
Sat(R) · · .. 
= Sc ( P. , Q. ) = Q .. 1 1 1 1 1 
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Definition 3.6: Given ot' = ( Q, I:, M, S, F) define 
by 
and 
f~(q) = (P,R::P) 
f~(q) = (R:Q,Q) 
where 
where 
p = P~(q) 
Q = sc"'(q) 
In particular 
fD1 et ( R) ( p 1. ) = ( [w . l, R : : [ w . l) = ( w . , w . \ R ) l· - 1- l l 
BDet ( R) ( ) _ ( . ~ _ / ~ f 2 q. - R.<v.>,<v.>)- (R v.,v.) J J J J J 
Instead of writing (w.,w.\R) and (R/v.,v.), we sometimes write 
l l J J 
(p.,p.\R), (R/q.,q.), respectively. 
l l J J 
Proposition 3.5: When 
from A into Sat(R). 
Thus f = fDet(R) 1 1 and f = fBDet(R) 2 2 
and f~ are homomorphisms 
are homomorphisms into 
Sat(R), and it can be shown that since Det(R) and BDet(R) are 
minimal (reduced), the homomorphisms are injections. 
Also since Sat(R) is minimal, it is true that Det(R) and 
BDet(R) have only one homomorphic image in Sat(R), so we will not 
destinguish between Det(R) and BDet(R) as automata on their 
own, and as subautomata of Sat(R). Thus we may unambiguously 
define their intersection Core(R). 
Definition 3.7: Let f 1 and f 2 be the (uniquely determined) 
isomorphisms of Det(R) and BDet(R) into Sat(R). We let 
MDet = { ( f 1 ( p) , a, f 1 ( oD ( p, a) ) ) I p E~, a E I:} = f 1 f< p, a, oD ( p, a) ) I pEP'; a E r } , 
MBDet= {(f2 (tB(q,a),a,f2 (q)) I qE6, aEI:} = f 2 {(tB(q,a),a,q) lqE$,aEL}• 
where 
MC = MDet n MBDet , and KC are the states involved. 
. r -
1 .. 
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Note: In saturated automota o( (which are not minimal) Det (R) 
and BDet(R) may have many images in ~ , and thus the 
intersection Core(R) does not make sense. 
Each word w E R have a unique accepting path in Det(R) and in 
BDet(R), and via f 1 and f 2 these paths give us two accepting 
paths PD(w) and PB(w) in Sat(R). 
·i ' i 1 i Definition 3.8: Given 
1 .. , •,k 
w=a .... a a E I:, write w = a ... a 
and i i+l k v = a ... a i=O, ... k. 
Then 
.1 . i i+l k 
= (fD(e),a , ... ,fD(w ),a ,.~.,fD(w)) 
1 i i+l 
= (fB(w),a , ... ,fB(v ),a , ... 1 fB(e)) 
where Det(R) -= f 1 (oD(pelu)) = (u 1 u R) 
= f~Det(R)(6B(qe,~)) = (R/u,~) 
We order the maximal pairs by 
( P . , Q . ) ~ ( P . , Q . ) iff P . :J P . ( iff ( ( P . , Q . ) , e 1 ( P . 1 Q . )) E MR ) 
1 1 J J 1 J J J 1 1 
Proposition 3.6: Every accepting path for w in Sat(R) lies 
under PD(w) and over PB(w), i.e. 
Given wE R where b 1 ... b 1 = w, bi E L:U{e} and i)k = lwl. If 
V = (t0 ~b 1 1 ···~b1 ,t1 ) is an accepting path for w in Sat(R), and 
if we write 
t. = t~ 
J J 
iff i w 
then for all j = 0, ... ,1 (and the correponding i E {0 1 ••• ,k}) 
the following holds: 
i t. ~ 
J 
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Proof omitted. 
Illustration of the proposition: 
e e e 
-- ·-
__ ...._ __ _._ - - - - -
a. 
l 
e e 
v 
e e 
...-
Along each vertical line the pairs are ordered by ~ (down direc-
ted e-transitions). 
Ex. 3.1, continued 
We will construct Sat(R3 ). 
We know the states KR = {r0 ,r1 ,r2 ,r3 ,r4 }. From prop. 3.4 it 
3 
follows that r = (¢,E*) is (the only) inaccesible state, and 3 
that r 4 = (E*,¢) is (the only) dead state. 
=. { ( P . , Q. ) l e EP. } = { ( P . , Q . ) l [ e ]cP . } . 
l l l l l - l 
Since [e] = [ 0 ] ; SR = { ( [ 0], < 2 >) , ( E*, ¢) } = { r 0 , r 4 }. 
Similarily 
= { ( P . , Q . ) l < e > CQ . } • l l - l 
Since <e> = <O>;,FR = {((2],<0>),(¢,E*)} = 
The transitions are determined by 
(r.,k,r.) E MR 
l J 3 iff P. {k l C P. , for k E EU { e}. l J 
For i = 0,1,2 p. = r i 1 so 
l 
(r.,k,r.) E MR iff [i]{k} s; [j] which for k = 0,1,2 
l J 3 
correspond to the transitions in Det(R3 ) =~. 
------- _[. 
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Thus (r.,k,r.) E MR iff i+k = j mod 3, k = 0,1,2 
l J 3 
ignore the trivial (r. ,e,r.) transitions). 
l l 
(we may 
The transitions in connection with dead and inaccessible state (r4 
and r 3 ) are not so interesting. 
We conclude that Sat-(R) "'~3 , since the mapping f:~3 ~ Sat(R) 
given by f (q. ) = r. 
l l 
is easily seen to be an injective homomor-
phism onto Sat-(R). In fact f ··= 
·.'1 
Sat-(R3 ) = f(ol3 ) = f 1 (Det(R3 )) = 
Core (R3 ) "' o-t 3 . 
This is a general fact: 
.Pet (R3 ) 
f . 
1 
= fBpet(R3 ) 
2 
·..,,, 
f 2 (BDet (R3 )) an'd 
I 
so 
If o1f' is both forward and backward deterministic (with =li:S= :!loF=l), 
and R = T(o#), then _tf = Det- (R) = BDet-(R) 
Core (R) ,of. 
and Sat.:'" (R) = 
"", 
In this case it has long been known that h(R) = rank(4) (see [3]), 
and thus h(R) = rank(Sat-(R)) = rank(Core(R)) in such examples. 
4. Sat(R) gives upper and lower bounds for h(R) 
We know that for all automata ~ accepting R, there exists a 
homomorphism f from~ into Sat (R). 
• ~~ ', I ~ ) ; ~ 
If o/- is of minimal rank (i.e. h(R) = rank(~)), it could happen 
that f(~) ~ Sat(R) also is of minimal rank, but this need not 
be the case. We do, however, have an upper bound for h(R): 
h(R) " min{rank(~) !T(~) = R, ~ C Sat(R)} 
Despite serious efforts it is still an open question whether this 
upper bound is, in fact, exact (see Section 6). 
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We will now give a lower bound for h(R) using McNaughton's path-
wise homomorphism theorem and proposition 3.6. 
This lower bound is known not always to be exact (e.g. 
rank(Core(R)) = 0 in many cases). 
Theorem 4.1: h(R) ~ rank(Core(R)). 
Proof. Choose~' of minimal rank and without e-transitions. We 
./ / -1 have a homomorphism f: Qt'J' ' + Sat (R). Write ott ' 0 = f (Core (R)). 
Claim. f is pathwise from onto Core ( R). 
1 
a path (r 1 n 1 n+l) in Core (R), Choose vo = ,a I • • • I r ,a ,r where 
1 n Choose words where a I • • • 1 a = wo. w1 , w2 
PrDet (R) (pl) 1 1 
wl E and f 1 (p ) = r 
E ScBDet(R)(qn+l) and f2(qn+l) n+l w2 = r 
Then w1w0 w2 E R and thus accepted in ~' by a path v. 
The path f(V') is by 3.3 squeezed between PD(w1w0 w2 ) and 
PB(w1w0 w2 ), and since v 0 is in Core(R), the two paths are iden-
tical on where f(V') = V 0 0 
path in 
and V' 0 is a 
This shows that f is pathwise from ol0 onto Core (R), and we 
conclude: 
h(R) =rank(~') ~ rank(~0 ) ~ rank(Core(R)). 
5. Some exact star heights. The finite intersection property. 
In which cases do we have equality in theorem 4.1? We saw 
already an example in 3.1, and in this section we will give some 
further examples and some general results to get a clearer picture 
of the strength and usefulness of theor'em 4 .1. 
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We need the following definition (mainly from Kameda and Weiner [ll]}. 
Definition 5.1: Given~= (Q,L:,s 0 ,F), let 
97(~) = (P,L:,M',{p0},F') where 
P = {M(s0 ,w) !wEE*} = {p0 , •.. ,pm} c 2° 
F ' = { p E P I pn F=F ¢} 
This is the subsetconstruction, and it is well kn9~n that ~ (ol) 
is a deterministic automaton accepting T(~). 
We want to reduce it to the (unique) minimal deterministic auto-
maton for R. (See the minimization algorithm, Theorem 3.11 of 
Hopcroft and Ullman [10] .) 
Definition 5.2: Given a deterministic automaton e = (P,L:,o,{p0 },F). 
Define an equivalence relation on P by 
D p . ~ p . ( mod d3 ) 
l J 
,.A 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ Let ..:}) = ( P, L: , M, { p } , F) 
iff 
be the automaton obtained from 
identifying equivalent states. 
5 by 
If no states in ~ are equivalent (.8 "" e) I we say that f3 is 
reduced (and Det-(T(8)) = 8-). 
The following theorem will be useful: 
Theorem 5.1 (Brzozowski, from [11] ). 
Let B = (P,L:,o,{p0 },F) be a deterministic automaton (not neces-
sarily reduced), with T~) = R. Then ~(9+) is a reduced determi-
nistic automatdn accepting 'I' R • 
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And by duality: if (; is a backward deterministic automaton (BDA) 
accepting R 1 then ~(C') is reduced. 
It is well known that the reduction in definition 5.2 gives us 
Det (R): 
Theorem 5.2: For every non-deterministic automaton otf with 
T(d) = R 1 
~ (af(' "' Det (R) 
And since BDet(R)+ = Det(RT)I by duality we have 
+ BDet(R) 
By 5.1 and 5.21 if c4 is a DA1 T(01f) = R 1 then $(~+)"' 
BDet(R)+and if S is a BDA1 T( !B) = R1 then S)(~) "' Det(R). 
The reductions (the 1\ -operations) can easily be performed by 
using the following matrix: 
Definition 5.3 (from Kameda and Weiner [11]) 
The elementary automaton matrix (EAM) relative too'!=. (S 1 I: 1 M0 ~ s 0 1 F 0 ) 
is defined as a # P x #Q matrix indexed by the states in ~ (Off) 
and the states in ~ (ol~) with values 
EAM(p,q) ~ 1 : iff pnq =1= ¢ 
otherwise. 
Rows (and columns) with equal 1/0 patterns correspond to states in 
<;;£) (o6') (and 91 (~+)) which are (P) equivalent (in the sense of 
definition 5.2)1 and thus EAM is seen to be useful in the compu-
tation of .5) (d)/\ and J) (c;8 + r". 
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Continuing definitions 5 .1-5. 3, each state [ p J in $ (~)" may be 
regarded as a union U{p'lp'Ep} C S and each state [q] in 
may be regarded as a union D U{q' I q'~q} c s. 
With this notation [11] defines RAM 1\ 1\ • as a ~P x ~Q matr1x where 
1 iff [p]n[q] * ¢ 
RAM([p] I [q]) = { 
0 otherwise 
', ', 
By theorem 5.2 this definition 0f RAM ·is equivalent to definition 
3.4. 
Definition 3.4 was useful in proving the theorems of that section, 
but in many applications, if we are only given. a NDA ol for R, it 
turns out that the construction of $(a{), JJ (d+), EAM, RAM, 
G:\(,.L) 1\ and ( G\ ( .L+ >" )+ · f · ' ~q; ~ ~ w1ll o ten be more conven1ent for the compu-
i> 
tations. 
We will now illustrate (parts of) the construction of Sat(R) by a 
simple example. 
Ex. 5.1: Let crf be the automaton shown in fig. 5.1 a). Let 
R = T(~). o1f is deterministic, so 5.1 and 5.2 give 
BDet(R) = (S>(~+))+. 
The transition table for a-6 is shown in fig. 5.1 .b), and for ol+ 
. :.. '·. "·) \ -~ 
and ~) (otf+ ) in fig. ·5. 1 c) d) . 
Fig. 5.1 a) 
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Fig. 5. 1 b) e>l 0 1 2 a b 
Po Po p1 p2 p3 p4 
p1 p2 p p - -0 
p2 p2 Po p1 - -
p3 - - - Po p3 
p4 - - - p4 Po 
,·. •, 
.. , 
Fig. 5.1 c) '· v'l+ 0 1 2 a b 
. .., 
Po p2 p1 p3 p4 Po 
p1 Po p2 - - p1 
p2 p1 Po - - p1 
- - - Po p3 P3, 
.. '···, ·~ 
- - - p4 Po p4 
Fig. 5.1 d) 0 1 2 a .b ;iJ(cW)+ 
- - - Po4 Po3 P34=q5 
Po p2 p1 p34 Po4 Po4=q6 
Po p2 p1 Po3 p34 Po3=q7 
Po p2. p1 p3 p4 ·:. .•:p' ..... 0 =qo 
p1 Po p2 - - p1 =q 1 
p2 p1 Po - - p3 =q 2 
- - - Po p3 p3 =q 3 
- - - p4 Po p4 =q4 
-
-
- =q 
- - - 8 
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Fig. 5.1 e) 
qo q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8 
EAH=RAM {Po} {p1} {p2} {p3 l {p 4} {p3,p4} {pO,p4} {Po' P3} ¢ 
Po {P0 l 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
p1 {p1 l 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
p2 fp2} 0 0 1 0 0. 0 ·o 0 0 
p3 {p3} 0 0 0 1 0 1 .0 1 0 
fp4} 0 0 0 0 1 1 ' 1 0 0 p4 
Pg ¢ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fig. 5 .1 f) 
We represent the maximal pairs in the following way: 
r1 ({p1},{q1}) 
r2 ( fP2 L { q2} > 
r3 ({p3},{q3}) 
r4 ( {p4 L {q4,q5,q6l > ·'· 
r5 ( {p3,p4 L {q5}) 
r6 ( fPo'P4 L {q6}) 
r7 ( {pO,p3 L {q7}) 
rg ( ¢' 6) r9 : (l?,¢) 
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../ ( a. t,L) ) and Q tr.L+ ) From ~ or really ~ ~ dl \~ we get the EAlVI shown iri 
fig. 5.1 e). And we see that EAM is reduced (EAM =RAM), and thus 
o'i = Det- (R) + + . and ~ (otf ) = BDet ( R) , as we already knew. 
The maximal pairs are computed as explained in ex. 3.1. See fig. 
5.1. f). 
We compute fDet(R) l 
= (p. ,p.\R) 
l l 
= (R/q.,q.) 
J J 
and f BDet (R). 2 • 
,.·1 
i =0 1 l 1 2 1 .· 3 1 4 1 9 1 
j=O,l,2,3,4,5,6,7,8, 
and we see that fl(pi) = ri ·i=Q 1 l, 21 31 41 9 1 
\ 
f2(qj) r. i=O,l,2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8. J 
(it is often convenient to arrange the numbering t~is> way). 
---..... 
\'ve now turn to Core ( R) 1 the intersection of f 1 (Det (R)) and 
f 2 (BDet(R)) 1 with states {r 0 ~r 1 ~r 2 ~r 3 ~r4 }. 
Core(R) is naturally a subgraph in Det(R) =~ f:>een as a subauto-
maton of Sat(R). 
Write ~·=O,(t{r0 ~r 1 ~r 2 ~r 3 ~r4 } C Det (R) ~ Sat(R). Since the transi-
tions in cY/' are backward deterministic (i.e.#- {r' EQorf, j(r' 1 a 1 r) EMol,} 
< l) I for all r E 94, ) I the transitions in of'+ are (forward) deter-
ministic. -,_ ·- · ''' 
And since the states r0 ~r 1 ~r 2 ~r 3 ~r4 are states in SJ (~)~ all the 
transitions in~("'')+ will be transitions in $ (o/') and in 
+ BDet (R) . 
This shows that all transition in o1f ' are transitions both in 
BDet (R) and in Det (R) 1 and hence ol' is contained in Core(R). 
Thus 3 =rank(~') ~ rank(Core(R)) ~ h(R). Since Det(R) is of 
rank 3 1 this gives h(R) = 3. 
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Definition 5.4: Given a semiautomaton ~= (S,L,M). We say that 
is a permutation automaton iff 
1) o--1 is without e-transitions (or only (s, e, s) transitions), 
2) Va E L Vs E S #{s'l (s',a,s)EM} ~ 1 
#{s'l (s,a,s' )EM} ~ 1. 
~is a complete permutation automaton if we have equalities in 2. 
Thus the subsautomaton o6 ' of :o-f in ex. 5. 1 is an incomplete per..,. 
mutation automaton, and we saw that the stqtes i~ ~i· are states in 
Det(R) and BDet(R). 
We can formalize this. 
Lemma 5. 3:. 
Given an incomplete permutation automatono(• ~ ~, and states p 
and p' in [j) (ol) q and q' in $ (ol} where p = {s}, p' = {s'}, 
q =. { s} , q' = { s' } , s, s' in 0"/ ' , then all transitions between s 
and s' in~· will give rise to corresponding transitions between 
p and p' in ~(at() and to transitions between q and q' in 
Combining this with theorem 5.1 we are in some cases able to find 
,\,. 
the exact star height_ of R. · 
Proposition 5.4: If there exists an incomplete permutation automa-
ton~· in od= Det-(R) such that all states in~· correspond to 
states in S1 (ctf+), then o-1' ' is naturally a subgraph in Core (R), 
and thus h(R) ~ rank(~'). 
Proof. We have assumed that for all p E Kol'' there exists a 
1\ q E Q such that p 
By proposition 5.1 
q = {p}. p 
EAM(Det(R)) = RAM(R). Thus we have the RAM 
shown in fig. 5.4. This gives 
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R/q = PI p 
We know from ex. 5.1 that ~ ' may be regarded as subsautomaton of 
Det{R) and BDet{R) 1 thus 
f 1 {~') = f 2 (vd') <;_ f 1 {Det(R}) n f 2 {BDet(R)) = Core{R) 
Fig. 5.4: qp qp. qp some more,. states 
1 1 n 
pl + • • • • . • 
K p. + • • . . . • • • • 
1 
Pn + • . • • • . •' {;- . 
some 
more Pn+l • • • • • • • • 
states 
Pm • • . • • • • • 
·"- '· 
means minus 
•••• means plus or minus {irrelevant) 
We will now turn to a special classof regular events: 
Definition 5.5 {from Cohen [4]) 
R has the finite intersection property (f.i.p.) iff 
* V x1y E ~ I x\R * y'R => x~R n y~R is finite. 
In the framework of Det(R) s c { p . ) = w .\. R I 
1 1 
f.i.p. is equivalent to 
P*P' => {Sc(p) n Sc{p') is finite). 
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Lemma 5.5: When R has the f.i.p. there exists a semiautomaton 
o&• in Det-(R) =CYI-- such that 
1) ~' is an incomplete permutation automaton, 
2) all states in ~ ' correspond to states in S1<~+), 
3) rank(o-6') = rank(Det- (R)). 
Proof: (We write MD for the transition relation in Det(R).) Write 
Kf = {pE'PI Sc(p) is finite} and Kb/, = {pE'PI Sc{p)' is infinite}. Let 
oil• = Det- (R) I K~, (=Det- (R)- [ Kf]). 
If (p,a,p") E MD and (p',a,p") E MD, 'p:J:p' I then {a}Sc(p") c 
Sc(p) n Sc(p' ), and since R has .the f.i.po 1 this gives p" E Kf. 
This shows that for each p' E K I I {pI ( p, a, p ') E MD} ,.; 1, and thus 
~· is a permutation automaton. 
Since Kf corresponds to a semiautomaton without loops, all loops 
in Det(R) are in c4 ', showing that rank(of') = rank(Det~(R) ). 
We will now prove that ~' satisfies 2), i.e. for all p E ~· 
there exist a state 
The transitions 
determined by 
Since qe = FD we 
+ 
oB(qe,w) 
such that q = {p}. p 
in the subset construction from 
6B(q,w) = {pE'PI (p,w)Eq} 
have 
= q <=> q = {ploD(p,w)EFD} 
<=> q = {PI wE s c Det ( R) ( P)} . 
We must show that for each p E K I there exists a 
- + Det (R) , are 
* w E L: such 
that wE Sc(p) and (p':J:p => w~Sc(p' )). This follows since R 
has the f.i.p., so Sc(p) n Sc(p') is finite when p' :J: p, while 
Sc(p), p E ~· is infinite. 
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Choose any wE Sc(p)- U{sc(p)nsc(p') lp'tp}. This ends the proof of 
5.5 Combining this result with 5.4 we conclude, 
Theorem 5.6: When R has the f.i.p., h{R) = rank(Det-(R)). 
This result was also proved by Cohen, see Theorem 5.1 of [4]. 
Cohen's definition of f.i.p. uses only the left quotients (w\R). 
We could equally well have define:d "right f.i.p." by using R/w, 
and since R has "left f.i.p." iff T R has "rig}lt f.i.p." and 
'· 
h(R) = h(RT), we can modify theorem 5.6. 
\ 
'\' 
Theorem 5. 6' : If T has. left or right f. i .p., then 
h(R) = min(rank(Det-(R)),rank(BDet (R)) 
= rank (Core (R)). 
Cohen [5] gives some further theorems on star heights. In particu-
lar her Theorem 4.2 reads with some slight adoption: Suppose 
Det (R) is an (incomplete) permutation automaton. Let S be a 
section in Det-(R). If there exists a state q in S and a word 
w0 such that M(q,w0 ) E FD and M(q',w0 ) ~ FD when q'tq, then 
h ( R} ;;. rank ( S). 
• ~- c ' : ) l ~ 
An al~ernative proof could be obtained by showing that the premis-
ses corresponds to the premisses in 5.4, and that S may be re-
garded as a subgraph in Core(R). 
It seems likely that we can obtain the same results as Cohen. 
By the fact that Sat(R) is smaller than Cohens automaton ~1 (R), 
we can lose some information. But on the other hand we used the 
fact that Sat(R) is minimal in an essential way in order to de-
fine Core(R), and to prove Theorem 4.1. 
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6. An open question 
We say that o4 is of minimal rank with respect to R iff 
T(oi) = R and rank(~) = h(R). The question is: 
"Does there always exist a subautomaton of Sat(R) of minimal 
rank?" 
Or, put another way: 
"Is h(R) = min{rank(~)!Jc;sat(R), T(~) = R}?" 
This has been studied in [3] where they used' the saturated automa-
ton c/1 1 (R) instead of the minimal Sat (R). 
Definition 6.7: 
Given Det-(R) 1\ = (P,l:,oD,pe,FD), 
define u& 1 (R) 1 1 1 = (P ,E,M 1 ,P 0 ~F 0 ), 
where 
( P' a P") E M I I 1 <=> oD(P',a) C P", a E E. 
Given ~ = (Q,l:,M,S,F) (not necessarily accepting R ), 
define f:: Q + pl by 
fR (q') = oD{pe' Pr4q I)). 
·'· 
Let ~k(R) denote the automaton with k duplicates of each state 
in ~l (R). 
Note: By modifying ,I 1 (R) and dk (R) to allow e-transiti.ons, and 
to aLlow. empty subsets of 'P, of k (R) are saturated automata. in our 
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sense. (Because fR is an homomorphism when T("') ~ R.) The 
difference between ~ 1 (R) and Sat (R), is that ~1 (R) uses 
subsets of 1\ P, while Sat(R) uses only those subsets p of 
which are closed (P=P). 
difference between f~ R 
The closure operation is also the only 
and 
main 
all 
1\ p 
In [3] the version of the question was: "Does there exist a k 
(uniform in R or recursive in R) such that 
h ( R) = min { rank ( J ) I eJ' ~ c¥ k ( R) , T ( otf) = R} ? " 
Their conclusion was (p. 280): "In fact, for any integer t > 0, 
an example of an event Rt · can be constructed, such that no par-
tial automaton of ~i(R) where 1 < i ~ t-1 recognizes Rt and 
has rank h(Rt}; ... " 
This should imply that nouniform k is possible, and a fortiori 
that h(R) = min{ rank(of) iol~ Sat(RL T(atf)=R} is in general wrong. 
However, they do not give any expression for Rt, but they do give 
an example of Rt for t = 2, (ex. 6.5 in [3] ). But it turns out 
that with R2 as in ex. 6.5, there does in fact exist an automaton 
~ . of minimal rank and 
m1n 
~ . C Sat ( R) C Jl ( R) · m1n 
,l •• 
This shows that though Sat (R) is in general smaller than crl 1 (R), 
this need not be a drawback. 
We now turn to the example. 
Ex. 6.1 (ex. 6.5 from [3]) 
Let R2 = T(~) where ~ is given in fig. 6.1 a). (c4= Det(R2 ).) 
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One natural expression for R is: 
E = (11* (Ov2) v (Ov2) (lv2) v (Ov2)0l* (Ov2) >*, h (E) = 2, since 
a 
rank(d) = 2. 
But h(R) = 1, because we have the automaton~' of minimal rank as 
shown in fig. 6.1 b). ol ' corresponds to the expression 
* E' = ((Ovlv2) 1 l(Ov2) v e)•E 11 
where E 11 = [ ( Ov 2 ) ( ( 1 v 2 ) v 0 ( ( Ov 2 ) v 1 ( Ov 2 ) v 1 ( ( Ov 2 ) v 1 ( Ov 2 ) ) J* 
o/• is a subautomaton of cY/2 (R), but not a 'subautomaton of c1f 1 (R) ~ 
t:Yf-• is constructed by splitting the loop (p 1 ,l,p1 ) in a transition" 
(p1 ,l,pi) where p 1 and Pi are duplicates (relative to outgoing 
transitions). 
We expect that all homomorphisms f: ~· ~ ~1 (R) (at least 
and thus give us the undesired loop back. 
But there are other ways to get rid of the loop (p1 ,l,p1 ), e.g. by 
modifying A, not to 4', but to the nondeterministic d 11 shown 
in fig. 6.1 c). 
ot!~~ is of minimal rank, and 
o6 11 is a subautomaton of Sat (R). 
We will not exhibit all of Sat(R2 ) here, but we will give the 
maximal pairs (represented by their first component), and the e-
transitions. Together with f1 (~' ), this should indicate of how 
o-6 11 was found. 
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Fig. 6.1 a) 
Fig. 6.1 b) 
Fig. 6.1 c) 
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Fig. 6.1 d) 
e 
e 
e 
We have searched for other examples which possibily could give the 
final answer "no" to our question, but in vain. 
We have also searched for a proof that the answer in "yes", but 
this seems far from easy. 
We will end the paper with some examples where subautomata of 
Sat(R) of minimal rank does exist. 
Ex. 6.2: Events where Det-(R) or BDet-(R) is of minimal rank. 
Then f 1 (Det (R)) or f 2 (BDet(R)) 
E.g. ex. 4. 3 in [ 3] • 
-
is also of minimal rank. 
,1,. 
Ex. 6.3: The event R defined in the proof of corollary 5.6 in 
[3], is such that 
rank(Det (R)) - h(R) > k. 
R = where n > k+2 and 
- * Ri =all words over {a1 , ... ,an} where the occurences of ai is odd. 
Then R = (R)T and also rank(BDet-(R)).- h(R) > k. 
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However the automaton ~ shown in fig. 6.3 is of rank 2 and 
-
accepts R. 
We have (at least one) f:p{ + Sat(R), and it is easy to show that 
all f must be injective (otherwise f(~) accepts too much). 
If we assume h(R) = 2, then f(~) C Sat(R) is of miminal rank. 
Fig. 6. 3. 
I:. 
~ I:. ~ 
I: 
n 
1:.={a1 , ... ,a }-{a.} ~ n ~ 
Ex. 6.4 (Due to Stal Aanderaa, originally constructed with the 
hope that it would give us the answer "no".) 
* * Let R = (0(12) (21) 0 v 01 v 10 v 12 v 21 • 
v 0(12)*212 v 212(2l)*ov 212212)*. 
We compute the root of R ([2]) 
IR = ( 00 v 01 v 0120 v 012210 v 012212 
v 0210 v 0212 v 10 v 12 v 21 v 2120 
v 212210 v 212212) 
= (w1v ... v wn) 
Since R = IR.*, h(R) = 1. We have a simple automaton ~of mini-
mal rank shown in fig. 6.4 a). 
~~~~-~-~~~-- -~'-----~-
Fig. 6.4 a) 
w' n, 
' 
- ,- -..._,_ 
-11,-,0 
' \ 
I 
'---'~_"'-W2 
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Fig. 6.4 b) 
Neither Det(R) nor BDet(R) are of minimal rank. 
If we choose w = 012210 E /R, both P0 (w) and PB(w) contain a 
loop, however, Core(R) is loopfree. 
We have f:p,{ + Sat(R) which is not injective, but preserves the 
rank. So f(ui) shown in fig. 6.4 b) is of minimal rank, and 
f(~) C Sat(R). 
·'· 
Ex. 6. 5 (from [ 2] ) 
It would have been nice if h(R) = h(/R) +1, because * R = (/R) • 
But even if h(R) < h(/R)+l, this does not give us a counterex--
ample, e.g. R = e v l(Ovll)*l has h(R) = 1 and !R = 10*1 so 
h (R) < h (./R)+l. 
But Det-(R) is of rank 1, and thus f 1 (Det-(R)) c Sat(R) is of 
minimal rank. 
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Ex. 6.6 (This is fig. 6 a-e from [14]) 
* . * Let R = (00 1 v 101) • 
Let A be the rank minimal automaton found in fig. 6 e) [ 14]. Here 
shown as fig. 6. 6 a) (slightly modified). 
f:4 + Sat(R} is not injective, but preserves the rank. 
f(J), shown in fig. 6.6 b), is thus of minimal rank and f(~) C 
Sat(R). 
Fig. 6.6 a) Fig. 6.6 b) 
,l,' 
Examples 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 show that even when the events R are 
"complicated", R does not answer the question: "Is h(R) = 
min{rank(~) I Ac Sat(R), T(otf) = R}?" in the negative. Thus the 
question remains open. 
-~--------- ·- ]_ __ _ j_ -
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